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   The analytic Cauch problem with the meromorphic data has been studied dy

Hamade ([2]cf.[3]). In this note we give an explicit formula of the solution of

constant･coefficients equation with the meromorphic data by means of the

extended Borel transformation ([1]).

   In [1], we give an explicit formula of the solution of constant coethcients

partial differential equation P (Ejli)u =o with the Cauchy data

            oku
              fe (O, C2, ･･･, Cn) = gfe.i (C2, ･･･, qn), O ;.:I{ le $m -1 ,
            OCi

in the form

(1) u(ag)= ta [<(1-z,a(z,"i,...,z.-i))-r, T(r""'r')-i va-i[E{]>](c) ,
                                               all ･･,t as

Where P(2) = ffi..i(zi -ai(z2,･-･,zn))ri and (1 - ziff(z2-',･･･,z.-i))"r and va-i[g]

are vectors such that

            (1 - 2ia(22-i, ･･ ny, z.-i))-r

          = ((1 ri Zlal(Z2'1, ''･, znnl))-1, (1 - zlal(z2-1, ･･･, 2n-1))-2, ･･･,

            (1 - Xiai(x2-i, ･ny･, zn-i))ri, (1 - zia2(z2-i, ･･･, 2n'i))'i, ･･･,

            (1 H 21as(22"ls .-.r zn-i))-rs),

             gf -i[sl = ( va -i[gi], ･･･, "ig ml[gvn]) ,

and <F, G> ===FiGi, F=(Fi,･･･,.F"m), G=(Gi,･･･,Gm).

   On the other hand, in [1], we also show that to define



(2) va [logz] (C) = logC + r, r is Euler's constant,

gl[logz] is well defined and most of the properties of Borel transforraation

is preserved. Espescially, by (2), we get

                                                                    '

                            1.(3) va [2t] (C)=r(1+t)s"t, t74 negative tnteger,

(4) M[z"" logz] (is") =: (-1)"-i(n -1)! 4-", n21.

   By (4), vLTe get

             TMi...cT"iscnyi...cnyn-s(s) q             ll                   zs                       jl                           Jn-s

          = va [(m,(--iB"li;.'i+n"iSM-Si) !r(i + cri)･･･r(i + an-s)zi, -Miiog2i,･･･

             .Zi, N7nslogzi,.zti1 cr1･･･2i.., cr,l-s] (C) ,

            mi 211, ny-･, ms l}lm)1, cri, ･･･,an"s are not negative integers.

                            fivHence, since any element of ff" can be expressed as a Puiseax series (cf. [1]),

 ta"i is defined on v,?". Therefore, (1) also express the solution of P (Eili)u =:=O

with the meromorphic Cauchy data. .
   Similarly, we obtain the solution of P (IIIi)u = f for fG ./?". For example,

for f= 1!Ci･･-Cn, we get

                         1 logzi･･･logz"
(6) U(q) = [p(z,-i, ..., z.-i) z,･-･z. ](O '
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